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SWITCH
by Yara, Hyder & Richard

Transition is point A to point B.
Fire, Lava, Fire, Wind, Gargantuan, Timid.
The light switch came on.
Transition is like taking a lift from one floor to another.
Getting a new pair of glasses. 
I was in a doctor’s room ’til I was in a storm in medieval times.
It is not always a choice and it can be forced upon you.

DIFFERENT 
by Elcin, Ismaila, Arda, Maya & Aaya

What I drew was a death path to a sunny day 
a person who was possessed 
to a person who’s religious.
Eyes of bags have different ways of fear
Transition makes me full of scare.
Transitions are like changing something
Transformers can transition into trucks.
In other people’s opinions human is difficult because stuff is now different.
Odd things are like things you’ve never seen.
Transition is growing all the information that you can.



you
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smiling
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THE MORPH 
by Carlo, Tyler & Kyle-Richard

Bro I hate sci-fi
Video games
Fortnite to Call of Duty
Evolve
Xenoplantic organism 
Killstreak

GROWING UP 
by Diren, Elif & Alia

Transition is something you’ll have to get used to.
You’re in despair and you’re upset, you start smiling in hope.
Transition is changing personalities and the way you act to people.
Transition reminds me of being at nursery to secondary.
I am getting older.
I’ll get used to seeing her/him.
Makes me feel reassured to see my old classmates & friends.
In life you start it and then you get used to it.
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